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November 1, 2013
Dear VISIONS Friend,
VISIONS celebrate our 30th year in November 2014. What an amazing journey it has been!
This year, in spite of a continued sluggish economy which leads to cuts in services like ours, we
brought VISIONS tools for problem-solving and action to over 60 new or returning public and
private sector organizations, directly impacting over 4,000 people, and indirectly, up to 30,000.
We also completed our signature summer youth leadership development programs -- Legacy
Project VI in Boston, MA and Legacy Project II in Fresno, CA. Youth and young adults in both
cities are supporting on-going intergenerational engagement in a variety of settings. In the words
of one of our Legacy Project Fresno participants:
I’m slowly learning more and more about who I am, what it means to be myself,
and how to always be myself. VISIONS/Legacy Project helped me in that
process... I specifically learned that I can feel empowered and happy about my
qualities without being obnoxious. In the end, it will make me less obnoxious.
By sending a generous donation in response to this year's appeal, you help kick off our
celebration of this milestone year for VISIONS. Given the continued economic realities for
small businesses, we need your help to thrive over the next years. Below I highlight three
significant ways to support VISIONS’ commitment to change. Please consider donating towards
one or more of these to enhance equity work around issues of your passion! Your financial
support helps us:
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1. Continue development of the next generation of youth equity leaders from both rural and
urban communities through our Legacy Projects in Boston, MA; Fresno, CA; and Halifax,
NC.
2. Bring VISIONS’ evidenced-based tools for problem solving and action to public and private
organizations and thousands of individuals seeking to work for social and economic justice.
3. Continue to re-position ourselves for success over the next five years as we increase our
reach by such initiatives as supporting an equitable frame in food systems policy,
organizational and community development; and a promising joint venture that addresses
inequities in health service delivery.

Program Consultants

Your generous contribution now is critical. In the wake of the 50th anniversary of the March on
Washington, our country is stirred up about race in a way analogous to what it must have been in
the late 1890's, when white resistance to the civil rights act of 1875 was rising and reaching its
peak, resulting in the re-institution of "Jim Crow" laws in the U.S. South by the late 1900's until
1964. If this were not enough, in this year we have had the re-emergence and/or escalation of
struggles on several interlocking equity issues:
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• gun violence
• women's right to choice
• birth to prison pipeline
• health care
• economic injustice (Farm Bill; food stamps, union busting)
• immigration
• gun violence
• women's right to choice
• voting rights/gerrymandering of districts
• birth to prison pipeline
• health care
• economic injustice (Farm Bill; food stamps, union busting)
• immigration
Your support helps VISIONS equip faith based, community based and human services organizations who work on one or
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